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Abstract—We present a numerical study of the noise of conven-
tional and gain-clamped semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs),
using a detailed device model. The model makes use of a den-
sity-matrix gain calculation, and takes into account the forward
and backward amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectra
and the spatial carrier hole-burning. The device is longitudinally
divided into sections and a rate equation for averaged photon
and carrier densities is used for each section. We demonstrate that
the accuracy on the calculated noise figure strictly depends on the
number of sections . We obtain a good tradeoff between the
results accuracy and the computational complexity with = 8.
The model is then applied to study the noise in a distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR)-type gain-clamped SOA for varying signal power,
pump current, and lasing wavelength. We show that changes in
the spatial carrier profile caused by the input signal significantly
affect the noise figure, even when the gain is constant. A slight de-
pendence of the noise figure on lasing wavelength is also foreseen,
while the dependence on the pump current is negligible. A new
method for gain-clamped SOA noise figure reduction is proposed,
based on unbalanced Bragg reflectors. An improvement of noise
figure (NF) as large as 2 dB is devised.

Index Terms—Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), optical
noise, semiconductor optical amplifiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

SEMICONDUCTOR optical amplifiers (SOAs) have been
successfully demonstrated as switch matrices [1] and

gate arrays [2]. These devices are likely to be used in optical
cross-connects (OXCs) nodes operating in wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM). The integrability of several devices on
the same substrate makes them promising for the possible
reduction of the functional node complexity. To overcome
the limitations of conventional SOAs performances, caused
by the low saturation input power in conjunction with a fast
gain dynamics, gain-clamped semiconductor optical amplifiers
(GC-SOAs) have been proposed and fabricated [3]. Gain
clamping is achieved through laser action at an out-of-band
wavelength, obtained by means of two distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) selective mirrors. GC-SOAs exhibit reduced
intermodulation distortion, and can be used as low-crosstalk
switches and gates in WDM applications.

The SOA noise is a crucial issue for the performance evalu-
ation of transmission systems featuring cascaded devices. The
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noise figure (NF) of conventional and wavelength-converter
SOAs have been studied theoretically and experimentally in
a number of papers [4], [5]. GC-SOAs have been studied
with respect to crosstalk, high-input power operation, and
input-signal dynamics [6]–[8], but no systematic analysis of
the NF of GC-SOA has been reported.

In the present work, we study the noise of conventional SOAs
and of GC-SOAs using a detailed numerical model in which
the device is longitudinally divided into sections to take into
account the longitudinal spatial carrier hole-burning. Shtaifet
al. [9] showed that the noise of SOAs is made of both the con-
ventional broadband ASE noise and a narrow-band term arising
from nonlinear carrier effects. Here, we focus on the broad-band
noise, and consider saturation effects through the longitudinal
carrier hole-burning.

The first result of this work is the optimization of the compu-
tational algorithm in such a way as to minimize the numerical
complexity. Furthermore, we find new results on GC-SOA noise
that allows a better comprehension of the physical phenomena
related to the longitudinal carrier density profile along the ac-
tive waveguide. We also propose a new GC-SOA configuration
capable of a reduced NF.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the de-
vice model. In Section III, we reformulate the calculation of the
SOA NF and investigate the tradeoff between the accuracy of the
calculated NF and the computational complexity. We find that
the optimum number of sections into which the device must be
divided is . In Section IV, we perform a systematic anal-
ysis of the NF for GC-SOAs. The NF is studied as a function of
input signal power, pump current, lasing wavelength, and Bragg
reflectivities. We demonstrate that the NF is affected to a large
extent by the longitudinal carrier profile, and that it varies with
the input signal power, even when the gain is constant. Further-
more, our analysis shows that the NF slightly depends on the
lasing wavelength, while its dependence on the pump current
is negligible. Finally, in Section V, a new GC-SOA configura-
tion is proposed to improve the noise and crosstalk performance.
We foresee that a device with unbalanced Bragg reflectors can
achieve up to 2-dB NF reduction without affecting either the
gain or the saturation characteristics.

II. SOA MODEL

A reliable evaluation of SOA performances requires correct
descriptions for the material gain and carrier recombinations. In
particular, the radiative recombination stimulated by signal and
ASE photons is essential. The present model uses a density-ma-
trix approach for material gain calculation, and takes the effec-
tive ASE spectrum and the longitudinal carrier nonuniformity
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TABLE I
LIST OF PARAMETER VALUES

into account. A 1.55-m bulk InGaAsP active material SOA is
considered. A list of SOA parameters is reported in Table I.

In the following, we discuss the main issues on which our
SOA model is based.

A. Gain Model

The material gain is a function of the wavelengthand of the
injected carrier density and it is defined as

(1)

where and are, respectively, the rates per
unit length of stimulated emission and absorption, and are cal-
culated using the density-matrix approach [10]. The calculation
takes into account light- and heavy-hole band transitions, en-
ergy-gap dependence on carrier density, and intraband relax-
ation time . The quasi-Fermi levels are evaluated according to
the Joyce–Dixon approximation [10], while the intraband relax-
ation time is accounted for by convolution in the frequency do-
main with a Lorentzian line shape with full-width at half-max-
imum (FWHM) [11].

B. Amplified Spontaneous Emission

The coefficient of spectral spontaneous photon density gener-
ation rate is calculated from using the Ein-
stein relations [12]. The spontaneous coupling coefficient
represents the fraction of spontaneously emitted photons that
couple into the guided mode. It is given by [13]

(2)

where is the mode confinement factor, and is the mode
effective index. The value of ranges from at
1450 nm to at 1650 nm. In the calculations, the ASE
spectrum is divided into ten, 20-nm-wide, spectral slices. The
accurate description of the spontaneous emission is essential to
reveal gain saturation effects caused by ASE, that are relevant
for small-signal intensity and/or high current injection.

Fig. 1. The SOA is longitudinally divided intoM sections of equal length.
P andP are input and output signal power,p and p are
co- and counterpropagating ASE spectral densities.S and� are,
respectively, the spatially averaged signal and ASE photon densities in section
j.

C. SOA Sectioning

In a simplified SOA model, a single rate-equation for spa-
tially averaged values of carrier and photon density can be used
[14]. Such a model can be helpful for the coarse definition of
device fabrication parameters, but does not allow to accurately
determine its performances.

A more detailed model must take into account the longitu-
dinal spatial nonuniformity of the carrier density, which is a
consequence of the almost exponential spatial profile of signal
and ASE powers within the SOA. In our model, the SOA is di-
vided into longitudinal sections of equal length, and a simpli-
fied model with uniform carrier and averaged photon densities
is used for each section. Terminal facet reflectivity is neglected,
since reflectivities smaller than 10 have been obtained in re-
ported devices [2].

Fig. 1 illustrates the SOA sectioning. Theth section has a
uniform carrier density , an averaged signal photon density

, and an averaged ASE spectral photon density .
The total current injected into the active region is sup-
posed to be equally distributed among the sections, hence

. Current leakage effects are neglected: thus for a real de-
vice, the gain values calculated here will be obtained at higher
total injected currents.
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In stationary conditions (i.e., ), the following rate
equation holds for each section:

(3)

where is the length of the th section,
is the vector of sections carrier densities, is the

input signal photon density, and is the signal wavelength.
The spontaneous recombination term is given by

where the first term accounts for defects recombination, the
second for spontaneous radiative recombination, and the third
for Auger recombination. The spontaneous recombination

only depends on the average carrier density of the
th section , while the stimulated recombination terms due

to signal and ASE photons also depend on the carrier density
of other sections.

The signal-stimulated recombination is calculated by aver-
aging the signal photon density in theth section [14]

(4)

where is group velocity and

is the gain of the th section, with as the waveguide-loss coef-
ficient. The th-section input photon density is calcu-
lated as the SOA input photon density multiplied by the
gain of preceding sections.

The ASE stimulated recombination is given by

(5)

and it depends on both the spatially averaged spectral density
of spontaneous photons generated within theth section

and on the spatially averaged spectral density
of ASE photons, generated in all other sections, that enter
the th section from both sides . For the

numerical calculation, the integral in (5) is replaced by a finite
sum over the ten spectral slices into which the ASE spectrum
is divided.

Equation (3) represents a set of mutually coupled non-
linear equations with unknown. This set is numerically solved
using a gradient least squares method, letting the pump current
and the input signal power and wavelength be the varying pa-
rameters. Obviously, an increase in gives more accurate re-
sults, at the cost of increased computational time. Once the lon-
gitudinal carrier density distribution is known, the signal gain
and the output ASE spectrum can be calculated.

D. SOA Noise Figure

The noise performance of the SOA is assessed by calculating
the device NF for a coherent input signal. Physical interpretation
of optical amplifier noise can be accomplished either in terms
of a photon particle [15] or a wave-like description [16]. In the
former case, the output noise stems from the amplifier’s gain
randomness, while in the latter it can be ascribed to the ampli-
fication of vacuum field fluctuations. The wave-like approach
is better suited to describe noise properties of practical optical
amplifiers [17]. Using the wave-like method, the NF of an op-
tical amplifier with longitudinally nonuniform inversion can be
calculated in two ways.

First, the device can be thought of as a cascade ofsmaller
amplifiers with uniform inversion that correspond to thesub-
sections, and the NF cascading formula [18] can be used. The
NF of each subsection is

NF

where is the gain of the subsection and is its spon-
taneous emission factor [18]. The correct expression forin
a semiconductor gain medium is

(6)

where is the net rate of stimulated emission andthe net rate
of absorption. When a phenomenological gain model is used
instead of a quantum-mechanical one, the spontaneous emission
factor is calculated as [19], where
is the carrier density at transparency. However,and are
not truly proportional to the stimulated emission and absorption
rates, and the use of a phenomenological gain model can cause
inaccurate noise calculation.

Using the second method, the NF can be obtained by calcu-
lating the total output ASE spectrum and by applying a formula
to obtain the spectrum of the photodetected current [16]. It
is essential that the exact coefficient of spectral spontaneous
photon density generation rate be used for each
subsection, together with the appropriate spontaneous coupling
coefficient . It can be demonstrated that the two illustrated
approaches give the same numerical results. In this work,
we calculate the NF from the output ASE (second method).
Throughout the paper, we assume that an ASE filter with 1-nm
bandwidth is placed in front of the detector.
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal carrier density profiles in a conventional SOA as calculated usingM = 1; 2; 4; 8; 16 subsections.I = 80 mA,� = 1550 nm. a)
absence of input signal; b)P = �20 dBm; c)P = 0 dBm.

III. RESULTS FORCONVENTIONAL SOA

Our model converges to the exact solution when the number
of sections tends to infinity. To evaluate the optimized com-
putational complexity of the model, we now determine the min-
imum required value of to obtain accurate results for the gain
and the NF. To this end, the set of equations (3) is successively
solved for increasing , i.e., . The current
injected into the active region is 80 mA, and the calcu-
lations are performed for three significative cases, namely: a)
absence of input signal; b) regime of weak saturation (

20 dBm); c) regime of strong saturation ( 0 dBm).
Fig. 2 reports the calculated longitudinal carrier density profiles.
For case a), the carrier profile is symmetrical and is determined
by the stimulated recombination due to ASE photons that de-
plete the input and output ends of the active waveguide. A com-
parison of the solutions for and shows that the
difference in the calculated local carrier density can be larger
than 25%. In case c), the intense input signal causes a strong
saturation, and a highly asymmetric carrier profile is obtained.
Fig. 2(b) reports an intermediate case in which both signal and
ASE photons influence the carrier profile, that exhibits a max-
imum closer to the input end with respect to case a). Figs. 3 and 4

report the calculated gain and NF for 50 mA as a func-
tion of the number of sections . The calculation is repeated for
several input powers. By increasing from to , the calcu-
lated gain decreases by 11.5 dB for all input powers, while
the NF exhibits variations of 1.5 2 dB that are not monotonic
with increasing . At least sections are required to ob-
tain an accuracy better than 0.1 dB for both gain and NF.

IV. NOISE FIGURE GAIN-CLAMPED SOA

Now we apply the model described in Section II to calculate
the NF of a DBR-type gain-clamped SOA. We investigate the
noise performance with respect to input signal power, injected
current, and lasing wavelength. In this device, laser action is
achieved by means of two distributed Bragg gratings located
at the input and output ends of the device. The signal gain is
clamped at the value imposed by the population inversion at
laser threshold, and gain saturation occurs only when the input
power is large enough to turn the laser off. Thus the input signal
dynamics is enhanced, and crosstalk effects are reduced [3], [6].

Two ideal reflectivities and , located, respectively, at
the input and output waveguide ends, model the Bragg gratings.
These reflectivities are centered at the lasing wavelength,
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Fig. 3. Calculated signal gain for conventional SOA as a function of the
number of subsectionsM . I = 50 mA,� = 1550 nm. The calculations
are repeated for several input power values, reported on the graph.

and are supposed to be zero at wavelengths different from
. For the GC-SOA analysis, the device is divided

into sections to describe more accurately the ef-
fects of the longitudinal carrier distribution. However, we
evaluate that sections would yield sufficiently accurate
results also for this case.

The rate equation for the genericth section shall be modified
to take the stimulated recombination term due to lasing photons
into account

(7)

The new term is given by

(8)

where accounts for the coupling of spontaneous photons
into the lasing mode, and is the rate of spon-
taneous generation. is the average density of lasing
mode photons spontaneously generated within theth section
and is the average density of lasing mode photons en-
tering the th section from both sides. The density

of lasing-mode photons that enter theth
section depends on the spontaneous generation rate in other sec-
tions and, more heavily, on the cavity gain, which needs to be
calculated for each rate equation evaluation. In a GC-SOA with
low input signal power, the longitudinal carrier profile is deter-
mined mainly by the longitudinal distribution of lasing power

Fig. 4. Calculated noise figure for conventional SOA as a function of the
number of subsectionsM . I = 50 mA, � = 1550 nm, ASE filter
bandwidth= 1 nm. The calculations are repeated for several input power
values, reported on the graph.

Fig. 5. Calculated gain and noise figure for a GC-SOA as a function of input
signal power.I = 100 mA,� = 1550 nm,R = R = 0:03; � =

1520 nm, ASE filter bandwidth= 1 nm.

Fig. 6. Longitudinal carrier density profiles in a GC-SOA for several values
of the input-signal power (reported on the graph). Parameters as in Fig. 5.

within the cavity, rather than by ASE. This happens because the
lasing mode is much more intense than the ASE. The profile of
lasing photons depends on the cavity losses, i.e., on the wave-
guide loss and on the Bragg reflectivities and . Thus the
Bragg reflectivities influence to a large extent the longitudinal
carrier-density profile.

A GC-SOA with the same length and waveguide geometry of
the conventional SOA is considered. The default lasing wave-
length is 1520 nm, and the Bragg reflectivities are
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Fig. 7. Output ASE spectra of a GC-SOA for different values of the input signal power (reported on the graph). Parameters as in Fig. 5. ForP = 0 dBm, the
gain is saturated, while for all other values the gain is clamped and, interestingly, a decrease of the ASE is observed.

. With these parameters, a threshold current of 28
mA is obtained. The GC-SOA is pumped by a 100-mA current
and emits 14.5-mW laser power per facet in the absence of input
signal.

Fig. 5 reports the GC-SOA gain and NF for a 1550-nm signal
as a function of input power. The gain is 18.6 dB, and it re-
mains constant up to 7-dBm input power. Beyond this value,
the laser turns off and the gain saturates. The NF has a rele-
vant decrease just before saturation occurs, and it then increases.
The reason for the NF decrease can be explained by Fig. 6, that
shows the longitudinal carrier-density profile for varying input
power. The GC-SOA can be thought as a cascade of smaller
SOAs, represented by the subsections. In a cascade of am-
plifiers, the overall NF is primarily determined by NFs of the
first ones, hence the NF of the GC-SOA is lower when the first
subsections have a better inversion. Fig. 6 shows that for low
signal power a symmetric carrier distribution is obtained, while
for higher power the maximum of the carrier profile moves to-
ward the input end. Thus a decrease of the NF occurs for higher
powers, provided that laser action is not turned off. This hap-
pens because the cavity gain remains constant, but the input
end of the device has a higher inversion. Fig. 7 reports the for-
ward output ASE spectra for varying input power. The output
ASE decreases for increasing input power, even for input powers
smaller than the saturating value, i.e., when the device still has a
clamped gain. Thus the signal-ASE beating noise decreases for
increasing signal, and so does the NF. The decrease of output
ASE is due to the changes in the spatial carrier profile caused
by the input signal. It is worth noticing that the vanishing for-
ward ASE is added to the backward ASE. This is consistent,
because for an SOA with a clamped gain the total ASE power
(forward backward) shall be approximately constant.

From Fig. 5, a small peak (0.5 dB) in the gain is observed
just before saturation occurs. This effect, already reported in
[7], is a consequence of the change of longitudinal carrier den-
sity profile. In fact, the gain at the lasing wavelength remains
exactly constant, while at other wavelengths the gain is slightly
changed, due to the dependence of the spectral material gain
shape on carrier density.

Fig. 8. NF of a GC-SOA as a function of the lasing wavelength� . I =

100 mA,� = 1550 nm, ASE filter bandwidth= 1 nm. To maintain the same
signal gain, the Bragg reflectivitiesR andR are varied with� . Their values
are reported on the right axis.

A comparison of the results of Fig. 5 with those for a con-
ventional SOA is worthwhile. In an SOA, the increased signal
power shifts the maximum of the carrier density toward the input
end, but this effect is accompanied by a reduction of the overall
population inversion. Thus the gain decreases and the NF in-
creases.

We now study the dependence of GC-SOA performances on
the choice of lasing wavelength. We let the lasing wavelength
vary from 1490 nm to 1540 nm, while keeping
the input-signal wavelength fixed at 1550 nm. The purpose of
this analysis is to compare the NF of different GC-SOAs having
identical other “black-box” characteristics, i.e., signal gain (18.6
dB), threshold current (28 mA), and pump current (100 mA).
This is achieved by letting the Bragg grating reflectivities
and increase as the lasing wavelength is decreased, because
laser action occurs on the short-wavelength side of the gain
peak. In this way, the cavity gain for the lasing mode is unity for
the same injected current. Fig. 8 reports the NF as a function of
lasing wavelength for 20-dBm input signal. The input power
value has been chosen to keep the GC-SOA in the linear regime.
The required Bragg reflectivities are also shown in Fig. 8, and
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal carrier density profiles in a GC-SOA for several values
of the lasing wavelength� (reported on the graph).I = 100 mA, � =

1550 nm,P = �20 dBm.

range from for 1540 nm up to
for 1490 nm. The NF slightly decreases

for shorter lasing wavelengths, resulting in a 0.6-dB difference
between the cases with 1490 nm and 1540 nm.
This variation can be explained by referring to Fig. 9, that re-
ports the longitudinal carrier densities obtained in the consid-
ered cases for 20-dBm input signal. The carrier profile is al-
most uniform for 1490 nm, while it has a pronounced
maximum as is increased. This is due to the fact that small
reflectivities generate a highly nonuniform longitudinal lasing
power distribution, and a consequential pronounced depletion
at the input and output ends. In turn, for the longer lasing wave-
lengths, the input end of the GC-SOA has a poorer inversion, and
the NF is higher. The calculations show that, for all the lasing
wavelengths, the same saturation output power of13 dBm
is obtained. This happens despite the fact that the laser output
power ranges from 10.2 mW for 1490 nm to 14.8 mW
for 1540 nm, according to the spread in differential effi-
ciency due to the changed reflectivities [10]. However, the 3-dB
saturation power remains unchanged, because as soon as the
laser is turned off the device behaves as a conventional SOA,
and the saturation power only depends on the pump current.

The relationship between the NF and the pump current has
also been analyzed, showing very little dependence. As an ex-
ample, the GC-SOA with and with 30 dBm
input power has NF = 7.1 dB for mA and NF = 7.25
dB for mA. The 0.15 dB difference is caused by the
slightly poorer inversion at the input end for the high pump cur-
rent case [7].

All the NF results obtained here refer to a 1550-nm input
signal. The calculations confirm that all trends shown above
repeat themselves for different signal wavelengths, being pri-
marily determined by the longitudinal carrier density profile
within the device.

V. UNBALANCED GAIN-CLAMPED SOA WITH

REDUCED NOISE FIGURE

In the previous section it has been demonstrated that the lon-
gitudinal profile of the carriers along the active waveguide plays
an important role in determining the NF of a GC-SOA. The

Fig. 10. Calculated gain and noise figure for balanced (R = R = 0:03) and
unbalanced (R > R ) GC-SOA as a function of input signal power.I =

100 mA,� = 1550 nm,� = 1520 nm. The Bragg reflectivitiesR and
R are chosen to keep the productR �R constant and equal to 0.0009. Solid
circles:R = R = 0:03; empty circles:R = 0:06, R = 0:015; solid
triangles:R = 0:09,R = 0:01; empty triangles:R = 0:18,R = 0:005.

Fig. 11. Longitudinal carrier density profiles for the unbalanced GC-SOA with
R = 0:18,R = 0:005 for several values of the input signal power.I =

100 mA, � = 1550 nm;� = 1520 nm. Solid line:P = �40
dBm; dotted line:P = �17.5 dBm; dashed line:P = �12.5 dBm;
dash-dot line:P = �7.5 dBm; dash-dot-dot line:P = 0 dBm.

analysis of the GC-SOA by our method shows that a device
with a proper carrier profile (higher inversion at the input end)
would yield a lower NF for small and moderate input powers.
We suggest that this can indeed be achieved by anunbalanced
GC-SOA, i.e., a device with different Bragg reflectivities [20].
In fact, if the laser power inside the cavity is higher
at the output facet, and a carrier profile with a peak closer to the
input end is obtained.

In order not to vary the “black-box” characteristics of the
GC-SOA other than the NF, we analyze unbalanced devices with

, for which the product is kept constant. Fig. 10
reports the gain and NF of the unbalanced GC-SOAs and of the
balanced device as a function of input signal power. The unbal-
anced GC-SOAs exhibit a smaller NF with respect to the bal-
anced device for all the input power in the linear operating range,
without affecting the gain or the saturation characteristics. The
unbalanced GC-SOA with , allows for
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an NF reduction as large as 2 dB. Also, the output forward ASE
is reduced by the same amount, thus improving device cascade-
ability. For this device, the longitudinal carrier density as a func-
tion of input signal power is depicted in Fig. 11. The maximum
of the carrier density is close to the input end also for very small
signals, and almost no modification in the carrier profile is ob-
served up to the saturation regime. Since the longitudinal carrier
distribution has very small variations with input signal power,
the unbalanced GC-SOA could also exhibit improved crosstalk
and immunity to chirping and nonlinear effects, being partic-
ularly attractive for WDM applications. The Bragg grating re-
flectivity can be varied by controlling the etching depth of the
DBR sections during the fabrication steps.

A discussion on the effects of the value of waveguide losses
is worthwhile. All the above results are obtained for 70

cm . If a value 20 cm were considered, a lower car-
rier density would be needed to obtain laser action. The clamped
gain value would be approximately the same and a 1-dB smaller
NF would be achieved due to the reduced factor [as can be
seen from (6), where the denominator is constant while the nu-
merator decreases]. The method of unbalanced Bragg reflectiv-
ities would still be effective in further reducing the NF.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have studied the noise figure of conventional
SOAs and GC-SOAs in stationary conditions using a detailed
numerical model. The model takes into account the nonuniform
longitudinal carrier density by dividing the device into sub-
sections. It is demonstrated that at least subsections are
required to obtain an accurate estimation of the SOA NF.

The model has been applied to study the NF of DBR-type
GC-SOAs with respect to input power, lasing wavelength, Bragg
reflectivities, and pump current. It is shown that the longitudinal
profile of the carrier density determines the noise characteristics
of the device, and that a high population inversion at the input
end of the device is favorable for a low NF. Longer lasing wave-
lengths give slightly higher NFs, as well as higher pump cur-
rents. A new method for the reduction of GC-SOA noise figure
has been proposed, based on unbalanced Bragg reflectors. NF
improvement as large as 2 dB has been devised.
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